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Saturday, April 28, 2012

MODERATOR:  All right.  We'd like to welcome Pornanong Phatlum into the interview 
room.  Congratulations, a great round, 6-under par today.  

First off, can you just take me through the round and what was working well in your golf 
game today? 

PORNANONG PHATLUM:  Today I hit balls really good today and putting is very good, 
too.

MODERATOR:  Heading into the day and looking at the way the leaderboard and so 
many low scores, did you feel like you had to shoot a low round today to put yourself 
back up at the top of the leaderboard? 

PORNANONG PHATLUM:  Yeah, I look at the leaderboard and then just like I tell 
myself have to like have fun, really play like that, yeah, and (inaudible) myself.

MODERATOR:  What's the biggest key out here on this golf course to going low?  I've 
heard how tough the greens are and -- 

PORNANONG PHATLUM:  Yeah.

MODERATOR:  -- the speed.  Is that kind of getting the feel on the greens a big key for 
you to be able to shoot these low numbers? 

PORNANONG PHATLUM:  Yeah, the first with putting is not good, it's like -- and then I 
tried too hard, yeah, and yeah, it's better.

MODERATOR:  I know I was reading that if you weren't a golfer, you would like to be a 
singer. 

PORNANONG PHATLUM:  Yeah.

MODERATOR:  Do you ever sing to yourself on the golf course?  Do you think of songs 
during your round?
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PORNANONG PHATLUM:  Yeah, many times.

MODERATOR:  Were there any songs out there today that were going through your 
head, or what are some of your favorites? 

PORNANONG PHATLUM:  Thai song, yeah.

MODERATOR:  And I know we all talked about the tights that you wear all the time.

PORNANONG PHATLUM:  Um-hmm.

MODERATOR:  Is it a fashion statement?  Is it something that helps out there in the hot 
weather?

PORNANONG PHATLUM:  Yeah, it's hot and it protect my skin.

MODERATOR:  So it actually -- we joke about this, but they actually keep you pretty 
cool, don't they? 

PORNANONG PHATLUM:  Yeah.

MODERATOR:  Questions for Pornanong?  No?  We're good?  Wonderful.  Well, thank 
you very much. 

PORNANONG PHATLUM:  Thank you so much.
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